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The Seattle Symphony just offered a rare chance to hear all six of Dmitri Shostakovich’s solo instrumental  

concertos back-to-back in a two-day marathon (January 19–20) featuring three young virtuosos, all led by the  

ensemble’s associate conductor, Pablo Rus Broseta.  

 
The other two soloists were string players, representing Shostakovich’s works for the great personalities on their 

respective instruments with whom he developed profound friendships (cellist Mstislav Rostropovich and violinist 

David Oistrakh). The Paris-born cellist Edgar Moreau, who won first prize in the 2014 Young Concert Artists  

International Audition and is a European Concert Hall Rising Star, is currently working with Frans Helmerson at 

the Kronberg Academy. He gave deeply affecting performances of the two cello concertos, braving the daunting 

shadow cast by Rostropovich, their champion and dedicatee.  

 
The Russian cello legend famously learned the Cello Concerto No. 1 in E-flat major, Op. 107,  within a mere four 

days for its 1959 premiere. Moreau’s performance was riveting throughout. He captured the nervous sense of  

paranoia that courses through the first movements, its argument permeated by ceaseless iterations and  

transformations of the deceptively simple four-note motif the cello announces at the start. His cantabile and  

sensitively phrased harmonics in the Moderato provided an oasis of taut contemplation that heightened into the 

lengthy cadenza Shostakovich develops as a separate movement of its own. Moreau carried across the composer’s 

notion of a cadenza not just as virtuoso display, but as moral monologue—the “words” too dangerous to be said.  

   
What we heard was a rapt, existential soliloquy, its plucked chords urging the soloist to pursue his thoughts in new 

directions—only to confront unexpected gateblocks. The frenzy in the final movement intensified the sense of  

confrontation and struggle that Shostakovich adapted from the Romantic concerto and updated to a more perilous 

era. Kudos to horn player Jeff Fair, whose prominent role nearly amounts to the co-soloist status of the trumpet in 

the First Piano Concerto.  
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The Cello Concerto No. 2 in G major, Op. 126 (1966), is one of Shostakovich’s most enigmatic scores, a  

quasi-symphony written between the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Symphonies, featuring little extroverted display 

for the soloist. Moreau, playing his David Tecchler cello from 1711, seemed to survey the landscape ahead as he 

traced the wide-ranging span of his opening statement. Even in seemingly relaxed moments—the playful  

glissandi of the Scherzo—the impression was never innocent, never untethered from the menace that lurks  

beyond. The finale’s Mahlerian climax dissipated like a fever dream, and the brooding, haunted character of the 

first movement returned, dissolving the music and leaving Moreau in a state of isolation by the end, accompanied 

only by ticking percussion—one of the most chilling conclusions in Shostakovich.  
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